
The United States Polo Association established Team USPA in 2009 to grow and sustain the sport of polo by

identifying talented young American players and providing opportunities to grow their abilities. 

By Madison Darbyshire

game sense isn’t constantly being worked

on, and the level of play they are exposed

to can be inconsistent,” says CB. So this

past June, with fellow Team USPA player

Nicholas Snow, Scherer coached a two-day

intensive clinic for community players.

Focusing on basic form, swing analytics,

and horsemanship, they saw real

improvement among attendees and were

able to introduce advanced techniques.

As a third-generation polo player from

Florida, CB once took for granted being

raised in the sport. Now he shares the

game with a new generation of polo

enthusiasts. Scherer has helped with

clinics at Brown University, and stays

involved with UVa Polo by serving on its

board. He focuses on outreach,

identifying young players and

emphasizing the importance of academics

in the admissions process. 

“I just want to help other kids have the

same opportunities to get out of polo as I

did growing up,” Scherer says.

Game skills are essential, but the most

important aspects mentors pass on are the

“little things,” says Remy Du Cellie Muller

(Team USPA 2011). “Go to the barn every

day, pay attention to detail, conduct

yourself in a professional manner.” 

From polishing their boots, to

checking the feed at the barn, to

considering how they present themselves

to employers, to their hunger for

learning—a polo player’s habits out of the

saddle can have as big an effect on their

success as their skills in it. 

Players who are willing to lead by

example are respected throughout the

polo community. Mason Wroe, a 4-goal

pro and member of Team USPA’s

inaugural class, is someone who can

always be counted on to help with young

players, whether it is coaching at clinics,

looking at game tapes, or simply being

available to give advice. Says Wroe, “I just
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Pay it Forward
Team USPA strives to spread wealth of knowledge in sport

Polo is a sport of inheritance. Not

inheritance of the financial sort, as the

sport’s reputation in popular culture

might suggest, but the transfer of

traditions and skills from player to player,

trainer to rider, veteran club manager to

freshman player and parent to child, one

generation to the next. It is an inheritance

of knowledge, of experience and most

importantly, of passion.

Team USPA began in 2010 with a

mission to develop skilled young players

into the polo leaders of tomorrow. By

connecting players with their peers from

around the country as well as with skilled

professionals across the polo industry, the

USPA is building a network of well-

trained, well-rounded and well-connected

players. The hope is that whatever these

players go on to do in their careers, they

will bring with them a love of the sport

and the leadership skills to elevate the

level at which the game is played. 

Six years later, the investment is paying

off. Across the country, Team USPA

players can be found in coaching and

mentoring roles, helping to develop the

next generation of the sport. Though

many have full-time jobs outside of polo,

they remain connected to the game

through clubs in their communities. 

CB Scherer, who joined Team USPA in

2010, now works in finance but continues

his passion for polo at the Myopia Polo

Club in Boston. One day over lunch with

friends, the conversation turned to how

the club would benefit from an organized

clinic. 

“Kids here don’t have the benefit of

having pros and trainers around all the

time. They aren’t getting drilled. Their

Former 10-goaler Adam Snow
works with a Team USPA member.



try and give them a little of what I’ve gone

through—what worked, what didn’t— and

to help them cut out some of those

mistakes and growing pains.” 

Young players often find it challenging

to ask for the assistance from more

advanced professionals. “That’s

something I struggled with,” says Connor

Deal, (Team USPA 2015). “I had a harder

time seeking mentorship from the older

guys. Pros don’t always go out of their way

to help, but will always make time for you

if you seek them out, so I learned the most

important thing is to be assertive. I try to

bridge that gap for other new players …

encouraging them to come out of their

shell or giving them that extra push to get

the help they need.”

Players’ willingness and ability to give

back meaningfully to the polo community

is often credited to their involvement with

Team USPA. Team USPA selects its players

not just for their skill as players, but also

for their horsemanship, work ethic and

proven leadership within the sport. Every

player is required to receive umpire

certification and are often tasked with

assisting youth clinics and community

polo. 

“I’ve had lots of opportunities through

USPA to practice talking and working

with youth,” says Wroe. “The more you

practice, the better you’re going to be, and

the more skills you have as a mentor.”

“Everyone you talk to can offer you

something different. Everyone has a

different way of explaining something,

and you never know who will say the thing

that clicks,” says Wroe. “I always tell kids,

take a little from everyone and see what

works for you.” Adds Deal, “Sometimes

just a little help can improve your game a

lot more.”

It is essential to develop players with

the ability to bring others up through the

sport with them. Polo is a sport still

heavily reliant on sponsorship from non-

polo professionals. Providing teachers and

mentors to those who play polo

recreationally creates broader community

engagement around polo, and elevates the

skills of future patrons. “Sponsors and

American players are the reason the sport

exists here. Teaching outside the ranks of

professional players is what will keep the

sport alive and healthy in this country.”

Players who give back find that

ultimately the benefit is mutual.

“Explaining things I’ve come to do

automatically to people actually helps me

understand them better myself on a

fundamental level. I’ve improved as a

player because of teaching,” says Deal. 

Scherer, who plays regularly at Myopia,

finds that the more contact new players

have with advanced polo, the more skilled

they become, and the more they enjoy the

sport. “Raising the level of play in any

club means better polo for everyone, and

ultimately, better polo for me,” says

Scherer.

Some USPA players even take the leap

to coaching and mentoring full-time.

Early last year, Branden Van Loon (Team

USPA 2014) had not yet found a niche

within polo where he could see himself

long-term. That summer he landed a job

at the Great Meadow Polo Club, where he

inadvertently gained his first major

exposure to teaching. “I always saw myself

as more of a horseman, training and

working the horses,” he says, “But

working with John Gobin I saw that I

could not only enjoy coaching players, but

also that I could be good at it.”

Over the winter, Van Loon received a

message from Duncan Huyler, CEO of

USPA, alerting him to an opening for a

coach and facilities manager at the newly

reinvigorated polo program at Yale

University. After a rigorous interview

process, Van Loon, only 25 years old, took

on responsibility for coaching the bulk of

the intercollegiate and interscholastic

polo at the club, as well as teaching

lessons and playing as a club professional.

Van Loon found a home developing young

talent through the Yale program, but he

says it is an opportunity he never would

have considered if not for his experience

teaching at GMPC.

Van Loon played polo at Cornell under

legendary coach David Eldredge, who

became his mentor. “He used to say he

has the greatest job in the world,” Van

Loon says, “because he gets to teach the

sport he loves. I always thought if I could

have that, if I could be that passionate

about my work, that would be a

phenomenal thing.”

Now that the Yale program has a new

home, Van Loon is expanding his

development efforts beyond collegiate

polo, emphasizing community outreach

and engagement. “I want to make polo

accessible to anyone who is interested in

playing it.”

The polo players of today will indeed

pass a rich inheritance to those who follow.

That wealth—the wealth of knowledge,

experience, and love for what they do—

cannot be measured or quantified. Team

USPA players say they feel deeply indebted

to everything the sport has given them,

and they strive daily not to pay it back but

to pay it forward.                                    
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Mason Wroe, standing, and Steve Krueger, second from right,
work with participants during a Young Player Outreach event. 
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